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Abstract 

 In order to solve the problem of low accuracy about the autogenous risk assessment in 

minded-out area, which caused several kinds of risk factors like ambiguity, arbitrament, 

uncertainty, variability and diversity, a combination weighting set pair analysis (SPA) coupling 

evaluation should be put forward. Firstly, based on the mechanism and occurrence conditions of 

coal spontaneous combustion, There are 11 influencing factors identified and extracted from the 

three aspects, which are named as coal spontaneous combustion tendency, extraction conditions, 

air leakage and heat storage conditions; Then, euclidean measure should be introduced to make 

sure the degree in difference between the subjective and objective weights and compromising 

modulus, so the combined weights of each index were obtained. Based on SPA theory, a combined 

weighting spa coupling mining model was constructed; Finally, Setting three minded-out areas 

affected by gas drainage conditions in Ping Dingshan No.10 Coal Mine as an example, the set pair 

association degree expression of evaluation index and corresponding standard is obtained, and 

finally the risk level was determined. The results show that the prediction results of spontaneous 

combustion risk in No.1, No.2 and No.3 minded-out areas are consistent with the measured results, 

and the prediction accuracy of the model is high. 
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0 Introduction 

Spontaneous combustion of residual coal in minded-out area is one of the main factors 

threatening coal mine safety production (Zhan et al.2017; Zhan et al.2020). With the continuous 

increasing of coal mining depth, the original rock temperature, ground pressure and gas content, 

the risk of spontaneous combustion in minded-out area increased, especially under the influence of 

gas drainage. When the air leakage intensity in goaf is large, the risk of spontaneous combustion 

of residual coal in goaf is more prominent (Wang et al.2014). Therefore, it is of great significance 

to study the risk prediction of spontaneous combustion in goaf affected by gas drainage. 

Spontaneous combustion of residual coal in goaf is a latent and uncertain complex physical 

and chemical process, and its inducement often has a strong nonlinear effect (Luo.2017). Once the 

fire occurs, the risk expansion speed is very fast, because the ignition location is relatively hidden, 

so it is difficult to accurately determine the ignition status in goaf. (Sun et al.2017). Therefore, 

scholars both at home and abroad have done a lot of research towards the risk prediction methods 

of coal spontaneous combustion from different angles. For example:Sahu et al(Sahu et 

al.2011)proposed the fuzzy c-means method based on the principle of fuzzy expert system and 

artificial neural network, and have applied it to the prediction of coal spontaneous combustion 

tendency to verify the accuracy of the model. Zhao Linlin et al(Zhao Linlin et al.2018) used PCA 

AdaBoost model to predict the risk of coal spontaneous combustion in goaf under unbalanced data 

to improve the accuracy of prediction. The results show that the prediction result is obviously 

better and more effective than PSO-SVM model. Xiao Hongfei et al(Xiao Hongfei et al.2001) 

applied adaptive step method and annealing algorithm to improve the evaluation model of BP 

neural network, and made a great contribution to improve the accuracy of spontaneous combustion 

risk prediction of mining seam. Wang Wei et al(Wang Wei et al.2019) established the G2-TOPSIS 

decision-making model of borehole spontaneous combustion risk based on the approximate ideal 

solution and modified G2 weighting method by introducing difference driving method. Chen 

Jinquan et al(Chen Jinquan et al.2019) based on the theory of partial order set, used the partial 

order set evaluation model to construct the hazard Hasse diagram of spontaneous combustion in 

goaf, and analyzed the hazard degree of spontaneous combustion in goaf. Li Tongsuo et al(Li 

Tongsuo et al.2013) established set pair analysis model to predict the risk of spontaneous 

combustion of residual coal in goaf. However, the above prediction models have their own merits 

and drawbacks. For example, although BP neural network method can avoid the subjective 

influence of artificially determining the weight coefficient, the difficulty of obtaining the sample 

information still affect the quality of the solution; Additionally, Even if SPA method can make full 

use of the interaction between certainty and uncertainty, but the risk level classification is easily 

unclear and the evaluation result is distorted in the evaluation process, and etc. 

In view of this, the author intends to combine the improved Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

method with Entropy Weight Method(EWM). Meanwhile, the spontaneous combustion of residual 

coal in goaf is regarded as a system which can have mutual influence between certainty and 

uncertainty. According to the extensibility of SPA theory, the traditional set pair analysis method is 

optimized, and the risk evaluation model of spontaneous combustion in goaf is established based 

on the combination weighting SPA coupling. Taking the goaf of F group coal seam in No.10 mine 

of Pingdingshan Coal Mine as the research background, the gas drainage effect is mainly 



considered In order to lay the foundation for taking scientific and reasonable measures to prevent 

spontaneous combustion in goaf, the influence of gas drainage on spontaneous combustion in goaf 

is analyzed, and the risk of spontaneous combustion of residual coal in goaf is predicted. 

1 Determination of combination weight 

1.1 Combination weighting principle 

In order to avoid the fact that the decision-maker's subjective will influence on the risk of 

spontaneous combustion in goaf, which can not reflect the actual data, and the objective survey 

data is easily affected by discrete extreme value, and two or more methods to determine the weight 

should be combined, so their respective advantages are used to obtain the combined weight (Lin 

Haifei,et al.2020). In this paper, euclidean measure is introduced to couple the subjective weight 

determined by AHP method with the objective weight determined by EWM method, so as to 

ensure that the difference between the subjective weight and the objective weight, which is 

consistent with the corresponding compromise coefficient. Finally, the calculation method of 

"AHP + EWM" coupling is formed to determine the ideal weight of goaf spontaneous combustion 

risk assessment index. 

1.2 Determination of subjective weight by AHP 

AHP is a decision-making method which can comprehensively analyze complex 

multi-objective decision-making problems by combining qualitative and quantitative analysis 

[Chen Liuyu et al.2020]. The basic idea is listed as follows: firstly, analyzing the system 

decision-making objectives and establishing a multi factor hierarchical structure model describing 

the system functions or characteristics. Then, the relative importance of each factor is determined 

by using the comparative scaling method to construct the judgment matrix of the relative 

importance of each index. Finally, the maximum eigenvalue and its corresponding eigenvector are 

calculated, and the consistency of the importance judgment matrix is verified. The feature vector 

is the weight vector of evaluation index after standardization. The main steps of using AHP to 

calculate index weight are as follows: 

1)The hierarchical structure model of spontaneous combustion risk assessment system is 

established. Firstly, the relationship and influence on the basic elements in the goaf spontaneous 

combustion risk assessment system should be analyzed. Additionally, expert opinions should also 

be combined to divide the indexes into index layer, criterion layer and target layer. 

2) The judgment matrix is constructed. According to the comparative scaling method, the 

importance of each index factor relative to a certain criterion of the upper layer should be 

compared and analyzed, so the judgment matrix is constructed ( )
ij m n
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3) The index factors are ranked in hierarchy. The square root method is used to calculate the 

weight, which corresponds to the relative importance of each index factor in the judgment matrix 



under the criterion, and the obtained vector β=(β1，β2，…， βn) is normalized to obtain the 

eigenvector corresponding w to the maximum eigenvalue λmax of the judgment matrix A, that is, 

the relative importance weight of each index factor in the same layer to a certain index in the 

upper layer 
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So we get w=(w1，w2，…，wn)
T, which is the approximate value of the normalized eigenvector 

where wi is the weight corresponding to the ith factor and 
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4) Consistency test of judgment matrix. Generally, it is difficult to judge whether the 

judgment matrix meets the requirements of complete consistency in the construction process or 

not. Therefore, a series of measurement standard are necessarily established. When the judgment 

matrix meets this standard, it is approximately considered that it has complete consistency, and the 

weight of each level index, which is calculated by the judgment matrix with complete consistency, 

is reasonable. 
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In the formula, CR is the consistency ratio; CI is the consistency index; RI is the random 

consistency index, which can be determined by looking up the chart [Luo Dayong.2017]. Only 

when CR ＜ 0.1 is established, can the judgment matrix meet the requirement of consistency. 

Otherwise, it needs to be rebuilt until the requirement of consistency is provided. 

1.3 Determination of subjective weight by EWM method 

EWM is an objective weighting method which uses the effective information contained in the 

measured data of various factors affecting the decision-making objectives to judge the degree of 

dispersion. When the variation degree of the evaluation index of spontaneous combustion risk in 

goaf is greater and the entropy value is smaller, the fact is that the amount of effective information 

provided by the evaluation index and the weight in the comprehensive evaluation of spontaneous 

combustion risk will be both greater. The weight calculation steps of EWM method are as follows: 

1)The decision matrix R is constructed. Based on the principles of the combination of 

qulalitive and quantatitative analysis, the m samples can be nondimensionalized and standardized, 

which are related with the risk of assessment of spontaneous combustion, so the original data 

matrix of n spontaneous combustion risk evaluation indicators can be obtained 
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In the formula, minbj and maxbj are the best and worst values of each evaluation factor relative to 

a certain index. 

2) The entropy value of evaluation index is determined. In order to avoid the fact that the 

index characteristic proportion value is zero, ensuring that the evaluation index entropy has 

mathematical significance, controlling the influence of ln
ij ij

r r  on the index entropy within a 

reasonable range, so it is necessary to modify some factors in the decision matrix, and then 

determine the evaluation index entropy value: 
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In the formula, xij is the characteristic proportion of rating indicators,   is the correction factor, 

ej is the entropy weight of the jth index . 

3) Calculate the information weight of index i: 
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1.4 Using "AHP + EWM" method to determine combination weight 

To ensure that the decision-makers' subjective understanding of the risk factors of spontaneous 

combustion in goaf and the objective investigation data can truly reflect the law, the compromise 

coefficient is introduced to couple the subjective and objective weights of each index factor; and 

the Euclidean measure in n-dimensional space is introduced to ensure the consistency of the 

difference between the subjective and objective weights and the compromise coefficient: 

A (1 )w w w   
E

                        (11) 
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j
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In the formula,  is the weight compromise coefficient, D(wAj,wEj) is an Euclidean metric, 



D(wAj,wEj)2 is the degree of difference between subjective and objective weight and compromise 

coefficient.  

2 Evaluation model construction of combination weighting and spa coupling 

2.1 Construction of set pair analysis model 

With the requirements of safety evaluation accuracy in engineering practice, the identical 

discrepancy contrast connection degree model in the traditional set pair analysis theory is too 

rough and simple to distinguish the grade difference when the evaluation index is in the adjacent 

or interval (Lin Yongliang et al,2019). Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the expansibility of 

traditional connection degree.   

1) Suppose that the set of multifactor evaluation is  1 2 nU u u u ， ，…， , and many 

experts invited to grade the evaluation index of the evaluation factor us(1≤s≤n) to form the grade 

vector  1 2, ,..., mV v v v , Additionally, the evaluation target towards identical discrepancy 

contrast evaluation of the evaluation factor us is 1 2 1s s sm smr r i r i r j   L , where 

1 2 1 =1s s sm smr r r r   L , and then the initial identical, dissimilar and inverse evaluation 

matrix R is obtained: 
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In the formula, i is the difference coefficient, i∈[-1,1], j is the coefficient of opposition, j=-1. 

2) the matrix of multiple coefficients  1 2 2= 1
T

m
i i i jLE  constituted by 

evaluating the set or set pair on the coefficients of degree of identity, degree of difference and 

degree of opposition of the evaluation set or set pair under certain background conditions, and the 

weight vector  1 2= nw w wLW  of each index factor in the evaluation set U combine together , 

so the same, different and opposite evaluation model is constructed: 
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2.2 Constructing the evaluation model of combination weighting SPA coupling 

The connection degree usk is obtained by assuming the connection degree us as the sth 

evaluation object and analysing the set pair analysis of the kth index in the evaluation index. 

Combined with the calculation of the above combination weight, a SPA model is constructed 

       =s k skw u                              (16) 

Combining with the formula (11), (15) and (16), we can get the following: 

1 2 1 1 2 1 1

1 1 1 1 1
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n n n n n
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wr wr i wr i wr i wr j 
    

        L                  (17) 

Combination weighting - SPA coupling evaluation model, making full use of SPA theory and 

considering the uncertainty characteristics of evaluation indexes, and combined weight introduced 

to quantify the evaluation indexes are to optimize the evaluation model of goaf spontaneous 

combustion and improve the accuracy of evaluation results. The research framework is shown in 

Figure 1. 

3 Application of prediction example of spontaneous combustion in goaf 

3.1 Evaluation index of spontaneous combustion grade in goaf 

Goaf spontaneous combustion is the result of multiple factors. It is generally believed that 

spontaneous combustion is only caused by accumulating enough heat under the condition of 

continuous air leakage and oxygen supply in the goal residual coal. Affected by the extraction 

conditions, the conditions of air leakage and oxygen supply in goaf and heat storage in coal seam 

change dynamically with strong uncertainty. According to the actual situation of the coal seams in 

No.10 Coal Mine of Pingdingshan Coal Mine, the evaluation index system of spontaneous 

combustion risk of goaf with 11 single indexes is established with the spontaneous combustion 

tendency of coal, extraction conditions, air leakage and heat storage conditions as the main factors, 

as shown in Table 1, considering the factors affecting the spontaneous combustion risk of goaf 

comprehensively. 

In reference [Feng zhibin,2015], the risk degree of spontaneous combustion in goaf is divided 

into five levels: I (safe), II (relatively safe), III (generally safe), IV (relatively unsafe) and V 

(unsafe), as shown in Table 2. The identical discrepancy contrast evaluation of evaluation object 

relative to evaluation factor us is rs1+rs2i+rs3i+rs4i+rs5j, in which rs1+rs2+rs3+rs4+rs5=1. Based on 

the principle of average distribution, 1 =0.5i , 2 =0i , 3 =0.5i and = 1j  are taken into the 

expression of connection degree, and the corresponding risk level can be obtained by calculating 

the value of connection degree.    

3.2 Determination of comprehensive weight of " AHP+EWM " 

According to the comparison method towards the important degree of  Group F goaf of 

Pingdingshan No.10 Coal Mine, 1 ~ 9 scale method is used to quantitatively construct the 

judgment matrix. According to formula (1) ~ (3), the eigenvector corresponding to λmax is 

obtained : =(0.3333,0.3333,0.3333)W ,
1 =(0.3873,0.1698,0.4429)W ,

2 0.4905,0.3119,0.1=( 976)W ,



 3 0.3362,0.2656,0.2212,0.0885,0= .0885W . By using formula (4) ~ (6) to test the consistency of 

eigenvalues, it can be seen that CR values of each judgment matrix meet CR < 0.1, Therefore, if 

the judgment matrix and eigenvector meet the requirements, the weight vector corresponding to 

"AHP" method is as follows: 
1 0.3873,0.1698,0.4( 429)Aw  , , 

2 0.4905,0.3119,0.1( 976)Aw   

 3 0.3362,0.2656,0.2212,0.0885,0.0885Aw  . Then, according to the data in Table 1, the original 

data of the evaluation object are treated with dimensionless normalization, and the weight 

corresponding to the "EWM" method of goaf spontaneous combustion risk factor is obtained 

through formula (8) ~ (10):
1 0.3021,0.3413,0.3( 566)Ew  ,

2 0.2968,0.3294,0.3( 738)Ew  , 

 3 0.1796,0.1666,0.2008,0.2303,0.2227Ew  . Euclidean measure is introduced to combine the 

subjective weight of AHP method with the objective weight of EWM method. According to the 

formula (11) to (13), the compromise coefficient α is 0.73. Finally, the ideal comprehensive 

weight of each evaluation index is obtained: 
1 0.3643,0.2161,0.4( 196)w  ,

2 0.4382,0.3166,0.2( 452)w  , 

 3 0.2939,0.2389,0.2157,0.1268,0.1247w  . From the comparison of comprehensive weight, it can be 

seen that the different evaluation indexes have different effects on the spontaneous combustion 

risk of goaf. The primary and secondary factors affecting the spontaneous combustion risk of goaf 

are U21＞U13＞U11＞U22＞U31, which can be used as the main criterion for the prevention and 

control of spontaneous combustion risk of goaf.  

3.3 Determination of risk grade of spontaneous combustion in goaf 

According to the evaluation index system and the goaf data of Pingdingshan No.10 Coal Mine 

collected in literature(Zhang Jianguo,et al. 2019), experts with solid theoretical knowledge and 

rich practical experience are invited to score the three goaf evaluation index factors to be predicted, 

and the evaluation results are normalized, as shown in Table 3.

According to table 3, the initial same, different, and reverse evaluation matrix is obtained. 

Combined with formulas (15) and (17), the connection degree expression of evaluation result of 

No.1 goaf is constructed as follows: 
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In the same way： 

12 1 2 3=0.0772 0.4204 0.3315 0.12 0.0509i i i j      

 
13 1 2 3=0.2032 0.3908 0.2593 0.1091 0.0376i i i j      

Similarly, the relation degree expression of No.2 goaf evaluation result is as follows: 

21 1 2 3=0.0775 0.3384 0.4220 0.0980 0.06420i i i j      

22 1 2 3=0.0787 0.3193 0.4076 0.1281 0.0663i i i j      

23 1 2 3=0.2282 0.2514 0.3754 0.1002 0.0448i i i j      

The relation degree expression of No.3 goaf evaluation result is as follows: 

31 1 2 3=0.2486 0.4490 0.1706 0.0897 0.0421i i i j      

32 1 2 3=0.2405 0.4678 0.1475 0.0968 0.0474i i i j      

33 1 2 3=0.3619 0.3032 0.2172 0.0604 0.0573i i i j      

By calculating the evaluation results of each goaf, the average connection degree values of 

No.1 and No.3 goaf are 0.2138 and 0.3712 respectively, and their evaluation grades are grade II 

(relatively safe); The average connection degree of No.2 goaf is 0.1708, and its evaluation grade is 

grade III (general safety). The evaluation results of spontaneous combustion risk in goaf are 

shown in Table 4. The results are consistent with the actual situation of goaf spontaneous 

combustion risk, and the accuracy of the evaluation model is close to 100%. Therefore, the 

evaluation model has certain universality and guiding significance. 

 4 Conclusion 

1) The combination weighting method is used to ensure the reasonable distribution of the 

weight of each index factor of goaf spontaneous combustion risk prediction, but analyzing the 

weight value of each index shows that there are some difference towards the degree of influence 



of goaf spontaneous combustion risk factors on spontaneous combustion risk, and the main factors 

affecting the spontaneous combustion risk of goaf in Pingdingshan No.10 coal mine are U21＞U13

＞U11＞U22＞U31. 

2) The evaluation from the combination weighting SPA coupling model for No.1, No.2 and 

No.3 goaf spontaneous combustion risk prediction results are basically consistent with the 

measured results, only No.2 goaf evaluation results are relatively conservative. But from the risk 

point of view, the evaluation results are more reliable, which may be consistent with the 

phenomenon that the measured results of coal spontaneous combustion marker gas concentration 

and temperature growth rate of some gas drainage boreholes in the mine are higher. 

3) When predicting the spontaneous combustion risk of Pingdingshan No.10 coal mine by 

using the combined weighting spa coupling goaf spontaneous combustion risk evaluation model, 

not only can the calculation results be clearly and effectively to reflect the level of each evaluation 

index, but also sort the risk level according to the connection degree parameters of each index, so 

that the evaluation results have higher accuracy, which provides the foundation for reasonable 

prevention and control of spontaneous combustion in goaf. 
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Figure 1

Improve the SPA evaluation process of portfolio weight


